To,
The Principal
Bangalore Institute of Dental Sciences
Bangalore – 560029

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation

1. Bangalore Institute of Dental Sciences and Hospital, Bangalore

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expeditate the evaluation so as to facilitate early results.

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-
DR. M.K. RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
Sir/Madam,

Sub: Attached Colleges for Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation.

1. P M Nadagouda Memorial Dental College & Hospital, Bagalkot

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expeditate the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR. M. K. RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
Sri Venkateshwara Dental College & Hospital
Bangalore - 560083

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center – Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation

1. Sri Venkateshwara Dental College & Hospital and Hospital, Bangalore

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com

Kindly expeditate the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-
DR.M.K.RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
N K Jabashetty Ayurvedic Medical college
Bidar

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Attached Colleges for Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation.

1. S B Patil Dental College & Hospital, Bidar
2. HKDET’s College of Dental Sciences, Humnabad

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com

Kindly expedite the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR. M.K. RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)

Please Contact
Dr Ashwinikumar Waghmore
To,
The Principal
Bapuji Dental College & Hospital
Davangere - 577004

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation

1. Bapuji Dental College & Hospital, Davangere

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expedite the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR.M.K.RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
Government Nursing college & BMCRI
Bangalore - 56002

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Attached Colleges for Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation

1. Government Dental College & Research Institute, Bangalore

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expeditate the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR. M. K. RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
SJM Medical College
Chitradurga - 577501

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Attached Colleges for Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation

1. SJM Dental College & Hospital, Chitradurga

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expeditate the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-
DR. M.K. RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
Raja Rajeshwari Nursing College
Bangalore - 560074

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Attached Colleges for Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation.

1. Raja Rajeshwari Dental college & Hospital Bangalore

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expedite the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR.M.K.RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
Sri Rajiv Gandhi College of Dental Sciences
Banglore - 560032

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Attached Colleges for Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation

1. Sri Rajiv Gandhi College of Dental Sciences, Bangalore.

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expeditate the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-
DR.M.K.RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
Al-Ameen Medical College
Vijayapur

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Attached college for digital valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation

1. Al-Ameen Dental College & Hospital, Vijayapur

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expedite the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR.M.K.RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
Navodaya Dental College
Raichur - 584103

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogix Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation

1. Navodaya Dental College & Hospital, Raichur

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogix team
2. Mr Rahman 9845482968
3. Mr Waseem 9886796801
4. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expedite the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Dr M.K. Ramesh
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
College of Dental Sciences,
Davangere - 577004

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation

1. College of Dental Sciences, Davanagere

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expeditate the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR. M.K. RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
Sharavathi Dental College & Hospital
Shimoga - 577201

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation.

1. Sharavathi Dental College & Hospital, Shimoga

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expedite the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR. M.K. RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
Farooqia Dental College & Hospital
Mysore - 570021

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center – Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation

1. Farooqia Dental College & Hospital, Mysore

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expeditate the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR. M.K. RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
Kempegowda Institute of Medical Sciences
Bangalore - 560004

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation

1. V.S. Dental college, Bangalore

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expedite the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR. M.K. RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
R V Dental College,
Bangalore - 560078

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation

1. D A Pandu Memorial R V Dental College, Bangalore
2. A E C’s Maruti college of Dental Sciences Bangalore

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expeditate the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR. M.K. RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
Al Badar Rural Dental college
Hospital, Gulbarga - 585102

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation

1. Al-Badar Rural Dental College & Hospital, Gulbarga

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expeditate the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR. M. K. RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
Krishnadevaraya College of Dental Sciences
Bangalore - 562157

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation

1. Krishnadevaraya College of Dental Sciences, Bangalore

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expeditate the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR. M.K. RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
Sri Hasanamba Dental College
Hassan - 573201

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation

1. Sri Hasanamba Dental College, Hassan

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expedite the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR.M.K.RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
A M E’s Dental College & Hospital
Raichur – 584103

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation

1. A M E’s Dental College & Hospital, Raichur

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rpuhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expedite the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR.M.K.RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
Devaraj Urs College of Nursing
K G F - 563115

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Attached college for digital Valuation at your center- Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation

1. K G F College of Dental Sciences & Hospital, K G F

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem  9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expedite the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,
Sd/-

DR.M.K.RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal  
K V G Dental College & Hospital  
Sullia - 574327

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation

1. K V G Dental College & Hospital, Sullia

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expedite the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR.M.K.RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,  
The Principal  
Dayananda Sagar College of Dental Sciences  
Bangalore - 560078  

Sir/Madam,  

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center –Reg  

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation  

1. Dayananda Sagar College of Dental Sciences, Bangalore  

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.  

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team  
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968  
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801  
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028  

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only  

Kindly expedite the evaluation so as to facilitate early results  

Thanking you,  

By Order,  

Sd/-  

DR.M.K.RAMESH  
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
Coorg Institute of Dental Sciences,
Virajpet - 571218

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation

1. Coorg Institute of Dental Sciences, Virajpet

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogixc team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expeditate the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR. M. K. RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
Vydehi Institute of Dental Sciences & Research Center, Bangalore - 560066

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation.

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team

1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expeditate the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR. M.K. RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
K LE Society’s Institute of Dental Sciences
Bangalore
Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center- Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogix Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation.

1. K L E Society’s Institute of Dental Sciences, Bangalore

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogix team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expeditate the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

**SD/-**

**DR.M.K.RAMESH**

Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
Sri Dharmasthala Manjunatheshwara College
Of Dental Sciences & Hospital
Dharwad - 580009

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogix Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation.

1. Sri Dharmasthala Manjunatheshwara College Of Dental Sciences & Hospital, Dharwad

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogix team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expeditate the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR.M.K.RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
M R Ambedkar Dental College & Hospital
Bangalore - 560005

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation.

1. M R Ambedkar Dental College & Hospital, Bangalore

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to [rguhsid@gmail.com](mailto:rguhsid@gmail.com) in excel format only

Kindly expeditate the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR.M.K.RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
M R Medical college
Gulbarga - 585105

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Attached college for digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation.

   1. HKE’s Nijalingappa Institute of Dental Sciences and Research, Gulbarga

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expeditate the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,
Sd/-
DR.M.K.RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
A J Institute of Dental Sciences
Mangalore - 575004

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation.

1. A J Institute of Dental Sciences, Mangalore

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expeditiate the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR.M.K.RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
Shri Dharmasthala Manjunatheswara Dental College
Dharwad

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Attached college for digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation.

1. Maratha Mandal’s Nathajirao G Halgekar Institute of Dental Sciences & Research Centre, Belgaum

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expedite the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR.M.K.RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
Vijayanagar Institute of Medical Sciences
Bellary – 583104

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center – Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation.

1. Government Dental College & Research Institute, Bellary

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expedite the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

SD/-

DR. M.K. RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
Srinivas Institute of Medical Sciences
Mangalore - 574146

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation.

1. Srinivas Institute of Dental Sciences Mangalore

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expeditate the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR.M.K.RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
Subbaiah Institute of Medical Sciences,
Shimoga - 577222

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation.

1. Subbaiah Institute of Dental Sciences, Shimoga

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expeditate the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR. M.K. RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
E S I Medical College
College, Gulbarga - 585106

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation.

1. E S I Dental College, Gulbarga

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expeditate the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR.M.K.RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)
To,
The Principal
Oxford Dental College
Bangalore

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Attached Colleges for Digital Valuation at your center –Reg

With reference to the above subject, the below mentioned college are attached to your center for Digital Theory Evaluation of PGUG Dental for June/July-2018 Examination. Further, you are hereby directed to inform the Chief Coordinator and Custodians to call evaluators (only those who are listed in the panel) for evaluation. M/s Mindlogicx Technical person will visit your centre to install the software and to coordinate for the valuation

1. Oxford Dental college Bangalore
2. Dr. Shymala Reddy Dental college Bangalore

The Principal/Dean of the attached college are directed to send the eligible evaluators mandatory with a letter of deputation for evaluation to the respective evaluation center only.

For Technical issues and id creation contact M/s Mindlogicx team
1. Mr Rahman 9845482968
2. Mr Waseem 9886796801
3. Mr Himanshu 9964533028

For id creation send mail to rguhsid@gmail.com in excel format only

Kindly expediate the evaluation so as to facilitate early results

Thanking you,

By Order,

Sd/-

DR. M. K. RAMESH
Registrar (Evaluation)